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WeatherGuardTM Top Kit Solutions

                    Attractive, low profile styling and color matched to the Duratuff™ Basepan 

                    UV inhibitors resists fading and chalking.

                    Louver design reduces icing during severe operating conditions.

                    Concave top and corner effectively channels rain away from the louvers for 
      improved cold weather performance.

                    Provides additional protection for small children playing near the unit.

                    Protects AC and HP by keeping snow, rain, leaves, and debris out.

Available as an accessory 

and aftermarket kit.

Designed for use on all Trane 

residential split air conditioners 

and heat pumps which have a 

chamfered corner panel as shown.

BAYTWGR0003 
Fits base sizes 33"X30" (WXD)

BAYTWGR0004 
Fits base sizes 37"X34" (WXD)

Can be field installed as the unit is 

installed, or added to units that are 

already installed.

Great compatibility.

Compatible with all XA, XB, XR 

and XV series units with plastic 

base pans.

Easy installation. 

Installs in less than 5 mins.

1.  Place the trim ring onto 
     the top of the unit

2. Snap the four support 
    clips into the trim ring

3. Place the WeatherGuard Top 
    onto the trim ring

4. Secure the top to the 
    trim ring with four screws

The new WeatherGuard top will 

continue to be factory installed on the 

XL16i,XL18i and XV20i models.







PRODUCT INFORMATION

No.  While the WeatherGuard top is an attractive addition to Trane outdoor units, it is also highly functional; 
protecting the unit from snow, leaves, acorns, pine needles, icing or other debris that could reduce efficiency, damage 
the equipment or shorten its life. 

Yes – the only difference is the adaptor ring used for field installation and the badge

Yes, adding on the top does impact airflow and therefore efficiency will decrease; typically less than 1 SEER.  This slight 
decrease in efficiency is an acceptable tradeoff to many homeowners since the unit is better protected from debris that 
could also affect efficiency as well as shorten its life.

No, it’s quite easy!  Simply place the adapter ring onto the existing unit, snap in the four retainer clips, place the top 
onto the trim ring and secure with four screws.  There is no need to remove the steel top from the existing unit.  

The new WeatherGuard top accessory is compatible with all Trane residential split outdoor units with a plastic base-
pan which have been in production since 2001.

Special additives have been added to the composite material to minimize discoloration.  

Please see charts below.

Is the new top just for visual appeal?

Is this the same top that is factory installed on XL and XV units?

Does the aftermarket kit affect efficiency?

Is installation complex?

Is the WeatherGuard top kit compatible with existing units?

Will this new top chalk and discolor?

What heat pumps and A/C units are compatible with the WeatherGuard Top?

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

AIR CONDITIONERS
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HEAT PUMPS

2TTZ     |     4TTZ     |     4TTV

2TTR     |     4TTR

2TTB     |     4TTB

2TTA     |     4TTA

2TWZ     |     4TWZ     |     4TWV

2TWR     |     4TWR

2TWB     |     4TWB

2TWA     |     4TWA
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